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A G.A.T.E.WAYS JOURNEYS PROGRAM 
 

for Year 3 and 4 children with  
 

a love of writing and a sense of adventure 
 

‘Let’s Set Sail!’ 
- a nautical adventure with Quinn and Ash!  

 
 

G.A.T.E.WAYS is an independent organisation offering challenging and enriching activities and experiences to 
develop and extend highly able children. This JOURNEY for both boys and girls will run over four sessions. 
 
Get ready for a life-changing adventure! Step back in time to an era when people spun stories about 
fearsome monsters guarding far-off lands, when superstition held sway over science, and when people 
believed that the earth was flat. Just imagine how much there still was to discover!  
 
King Orel of Verdania has set a challenge – he offers fame and fortune to the first brave and resourceful 
adventurers to map the New World and to regale him with the most entertaining tales from their quest! Join 
Quinn and Ash, aspiring explorers, as they set sail on a mighty schooner. Along the way you’ll battle rough 
seas, navigate threatening coastlines, survive despite pillaged supplies, and face-off with fearsome beasts – 
amazing inspiration for the stories, descriptions, sketches, maps and letters that will make up your logbook. 
Will you be the first competitors to present your map and logbook to King Orel and collect the rewards?   
 
 
Session One: Know the Ropes? 
Enter the realm of the Mapmakers Guild at King Orel’s Academy, and meet aspiring adventurers, Quinn and 
Ash! Under the guidance of wise Madam Blau, it’s time to master the most practical skills first: how to make 
your own compass, use a plumb line, draw a coastline to scale and learn about dead reckoning. Every good 
adventure story needs a map to guide it, so using the Cartesian plane, contours and other isolines for 
authenticity, you’ll create your own work of co-ordinate geom-art-ry! After that, you’ll get started on 
crafting a cast of cartography-mad characters to assist you on your quest, then send them the call to 
adventure which will underpin the story you will develop as we race around the world together.  
 
 
Session Two: Cast Off!     
Armed with your new skills and determined to meet the challenge, you are selected to board the good ship 
Libertas and cast off, only to find that life sailing the seven seas is far from easy! To win King Orel’s prize, you 
know that there will be terrible sail-shredding storms to weather, food shortages to contend with and 
hordes of vicious pirates to be evaded. How exciting, you and Ash think! Oh no, groans Quinn. 
 
With all this going on, it is difficult for them to keep up with their logbook! Fortunately, the waters calm as 
they reach an unchartered cove of sandy beaches and lush green forests, and our adventurers have a chance 
to add to their story after anchor is weighed. They took the same trip…but did they see it the same way? Ash 
and Quinn certainly didn’t! For one, the greatest hardship was having no fresh water and eating weevilly 
bread, but for the other, it was having to scale the creaking mast in biting winds to be the look-out! Learn 
some tips and tricks for writing part of your story from multiple person perspective – each one more 
entertaining than the last! 
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Session Three: Land Ahoy! 
Coastline! At last! After weeks at sea, without being able to fish or forage after a skirmish with the forest 
tribe at your last stop meant a hasty departure, you venture cautiously into the markets in a new land to 
replenish your supplies, hoping to make it a quick stop before getting back into the race. The others must be 
miles ahead, worries Ash. However, you find yourselves surrounded by landlubbers eagerly clamouring for 
news and stories from your trip. You can’t let them down… Have they heard about the pirate who sailed off 
the edge of the earth and landed in the mouth of a dragon? No? Well, that’s a great place to start! Around a 
roaring fire, we will explore some old wives’ tales, sea myths and legends and learn how to entertain our 
listeners by telling a tale aloud…one that can prompt fits of laughter, floods of tears or shudders of fear! 
Prepare to amaze each other with your sea-faring, story-spinning skills. As the flames die to a glowing 
ember, we will pick up our parchment and pens and record the story for safekeeping before boarding the 
Libertas for the last perilous leg of their Journey. 
 
 
Session Four: A Race To The Finish! 
Your race to map the New World is nearly at an end but, with the Gelynions and Peatlanders still hot on your 
heels, you need to make sure your maps and stories are in order and that they have that magic ‘something’ 
to set them apart from the other competitors before you make landfall back in Verdania. Quinn shudders. If 
he could sketch the terrifying adventures with monsters of the deep from his amazing memory, maybe Ash 
could write about it? That way the King would understand exactly what they’d had to face to win! Let’s 
peruse some seemingly crazy sketches from early zoologists and botanists who explored lands previously 
unknown. What did they think of the platypus when it was first discovered? What about the kangaroo? 
What made explorers think they had seen the Loch Ness Monster or a yeti? Sketch and label your own New 
World creature before diving into the depths of descriptive language to bring it to life on the page. Finally, 
bind your best pages together, craft a cover that can withstand wild weather and be prepared to share your 
story of adventure with our crew. Will your amazing almanac spin a story worthy of winning fame and 
fortune? 
 
Assessment and Reporting 
Assessment will be based on an evaluation of each student’s participation in the lesson activities. A self-
assessment will also be completed. At the end of the program a short, written report will be completed on 
each student and forwarded to parents. 
 
Requirements 
We will be taking this Journey with Quinn and Ash, so make sure you have read at least the first book of the 
Mapmaker Chronicles - Race to the End of the World! By Allison Tait 
 
Bring a plastic pocket or sleeve to hold handouts and a notebook (at least A5 size) to write in, a well-stocked 
pencil case; a snack (no nuts please); a small labelled photograph of yourself and a stamped, self-addressed 
DL envelope for the return of your report.  
 
Homework 
Homework will be set between sessions 
 
 
Vanessa Ryan-Rendall has over ten years teaching experience in the primary classroom and has completed 
her Masters of Gifted Education. She has a passion for learning about the world around her through 
spending time exploring outdoors, reading adventure books and new ideas. Her workshops are as 
imaginative as they are thought-provoking and challenging! 
 


